We give a simplification of the proof of the Bott periodicity theorem presented by Aguilar and Prieto. These methods are extended to provide a new proof of the real Bott periodicity theorem. The loop spaces of the groups O and U are identified by considering the fibers of explicit quasifibrations with contractible total spaces. 
Introduction
In [1] , Aguilar and Prieto gave a new proof of the complex Bott periodicity theorem based on ideas of McDuff [4] . The idea of the proof is to use an appropriate restriction of the exponential map to construct an explicit quasifibration with base space U and contractible total space. The fiber of this map is seen to be BU ×Z. This proof is compelling because it is more elementary and simpler than previous proofs. In this paper we present a streamlined version of the proof by Aguilar and Prieto, which is simplified by the introduction of coordinate free vector space notation and a more convenient filtration for application of the Dold-Thom theorem. These methods are then extended to prove the real Bott periodicity theorem.
Preliminaries
We shall review the necessary facts about quasifibrations that will be used in the proof of the Bott periodicity theorem, as well as prove a technical result on the behavior of the is an isomorphism for every i. It follows immediately that if F is a fiber of p, then there is a long exact homotopy sequence associated to p.
If X is contractible, we obtain a map of the quasifibration sequence to the path space fibration.
F X Y ΩY P Y Y
It follows from the long exact homotopy sequences and the five lemma that F ΩY . The definition of a quasifibration does not lend itself to easy verification. The following theorem of Dold and Thom [2] gives a more practical program. Recall that for a map p : X → Y , a subset S ⊆ Y is said to be distinguished if for every open U ⊆ S, the map p −1 (U ) → U is a quasifibration. 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. Then p is a quasifibration.
Let Λ be R, C, or H, and let I(W, V ) denote the space of linear isometries from W to V , where W and V are (possibly countably infinite dimensional) inner product spaces over Λ topologized as the unions of their finite dimensional subspaces. 
are homotopic.
Lemma 2.3. Let φ ∈ I(U, V).
Then φ * is a homotopy equivalence.
Complex Bott periodicity
The existence of the fiber sequence
yields that ΩBU U . We aim to prove the following theorem, which implies that 
Fix a complex infinite dimensional inner product space
where the colimit is taken over all finite dimensional subspaces W ⊂ U .
Let H (W ⊕ W ) denote the hermitian linear transformations of W ⊕ W . Define
where σ (A) is the spectrum of A. Define
Here, π Y denotes orthogonal projection onto the subspace Y .
It will become apparent that this map is defined so that, upon stabilization, the fibers are BU × Z. Then the following diagram commutes, since e 2πi = e 0 .
So taking colimits we obtain
We claim that this map is a quasifibration. E is clearly contractible, by the contracting homotopy h t (A) = tA.
To fix notation define
In order for this map to make sense, we must verify that ker(
where λ i = λ j for i = j , λ i = 1, and π V denotes orthogonal projection onto the subspace V of W ⊕ W . Note that V = ker(X − I ) and since X is unitary, |λ i | = 1 for all i and 
We shall now prove that p : E → U is a quasifibration. Define a filtration of U by letting
Let B n = F n U − F n−1 U . The following lemma proves that B n is distinguished.
Proof. Suppose we are presented with the following commutative diagram.
We wish to give a lift of this diagram. By compactness, there exists a finite dimensional W ⊂ U such that the diagram factors as 
where e 2πiµ l (t ) = λ l (t), W 0 (t) ⊆ V 0 (t), and W l (t) = V l (t) for all t ∈ I k . Consider, for an n-dimensional complex subspace W of U , the homogeneous space
There is a natural mapping
, we see that P is the natural projection map, and therefore is a fibration. Let
Our filtration is defined so that these maps make sense. Then, since P is a fibration, there exists a lift ω making the diagram below commute.
Let µ l (t) ∈ (0, 1) be the unique solutions to e 2πiµ l (t ) = λ l (t), and write
we obtain a lift to our original diagram. ✷
where Eig S X is the direct sum of the eigenspaces of X corresponding to eigenvalues in S. In other words, N n is simply the space of unitary matrices with "extra eigenvalues" in a neighborhood of 1 that we shall deform to 1, pushing the matrix into F n−1 U . Let f : I → I be defined by 
We may similarly define h t : U → U . Observe that the h t : N n → N n satisfy h 1 = Id and
Consider the induced map on fibers H 0 :
. We need only prove that this map is a weak equivalence to complete the proof that p is a quasifibration. This follows from the following lemma.
Proof. If C is a pointed compact space, then the induced map on reduced K-theory
is just the addition of a trivial bundle, so induces an isomorphism. In particular, letting C = S i , we get an isomorphism of homotopy groups. ✷
Real Bott periodicity
The same methods used in the complex case lend themselves to computing the iterated loop spaces of BO as well.
Theorem 4.1. The loops of BO may be identified as follows.
We shall prove this theorem one loop at a time by constructing quasifibrations with contractible total spaces. Note that ΩBO O and ΩBSp Sp are obvious.
ΩO O/U
Let U ∼ = C ∞ be an infinite dimensional complex inner product space. For finite dimensional complex W ⊂ U , let O(W ) denote the real linear isometries of W . Define
where o(W ) is the lie algebra of O(W ); it consists of skew symmetric real linear transformations. Observe that E(W ) is contractible. Define
and E(V ) → E(W )
given by sending A to A ⊕ i where i is viewed as a skew symmetric real transformation of W − V . Upon taking colimits over finite dimensional subspaces of U , these maps yield a map p : E → O. We claim this map is a quasifibration onto SO, with fiber O/U .
We need a convenient way to think about O/U . For any finite dimensional W ⊂ U , let CX(W ) denote the space of complex structures on W , that is, the space of real linear isometries J :
Proof. O(W ) acts transitively on CX(W ) by conjugation, with stabilizer U(W ). ✷
The fiber of p is therefore identified in the following lemma.
where λ j = 1. Thus, V = V ⊕ V = ker(X − I ) ⊗ R C, V j = W j and µ j is completely determined by λ j for all j . We conclude that A(ker(X − I )) ⊆ ker(X − I ), and
We wish to show that B n = F n SO − F n−1 SO is distinguished. Observe that B n is the set of X ∈ SO such that dim ker(X − I ) ⊥ = 2n. We claim that p −1 (B n ) → B n is actually a Serre fibration. The proof of this is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3; it amounts to observing that the natural map
We define a neighborhood N n of F n−1 SO in F n SO by
Let H be such a homotopy, and let h : S 1 × I → S 1 be such that the following diagram commutes for all t ∈ I .
Then H and h induce the deformations of N n into F n−1 SO as required in the Dold-Thom theorem. The fact that H 0 induces weak equivalences on fibers follows from the following lemma, which is proved by Lemma 2.3. 
ΩO/U U/Sp
Let U ∼ = H ∞ be an infinite dimensional quaternionic inner product space. 
, and E(V ) → E(W ) given by sending A to A ⊕ j where j is viewed as a conjugate linear skew-symmetric transformation of W − V . Upon taking colimits over finite dimensional quaternionic subspaces of U , we obtain p : E → O/U , which we wish to show is a quasifibration over SO/U , with fiber U/Sp.
For W ⊂ U , let QS(W ) denote the space of quaternionic structures on W . These are the conjugate linear isometries J of W such that J 2 = −I . Proof.
Proof. Suppose that there is an X ∈ U(W ) such that Y = XZ. Observe that
We shall say that X ∈ SO(W ) is a special representative of the equivalence class [X] ∈ SO/U (W ) if X = exp(A) for some conjugate linear A ∈ o(W ).
Observe that by the previous two lemmas, any two special representatives are in the same equivalence class if and only if they have identical squares.
Lemma 4.8. Every [X] ∈ SO/U (W ) has a special representative.

Proof. SO/U (W ) is geodesically complete, and the geodesics γ of SO/U (W ) all take the form γ (t) = [Y exp(tB)] for Y ∈ SO(W ) and B ∈ u(W ) ⊥ (see, for example, [5, VI.2.15]). ✷ Lemma 4.9. Suppose that W ⊂ U is a finite dimensional quaternionic space. Let X be a special representative of the class [X] ∈ SO/U (W ). Then p −1
W ([X]) = U/Sp(ker(X 2 −I )).
Proof. We claim that if
, then A defines a quaternionic structure on ker(X 2 − I ), that is, A(ker(X 2 − I )) ⊆ ker(X 2 − I ), and A 2 = −I . If A ∈ E(W ) we may regard A as an element of u(W ⊗ R C), and write a spectral decomposition
where µ l ∈ (−i, i). Regarding X ∈ U(W ⊗ R C), its spectral decomposition is
Conversely, suppose that J is a quaternionic structure on ker(X 2 − I ). Then, regarding J as an element of u(ker(X 2 − I ) ⊗ R C) we obtain a spectral decomposition J = iπ W − iπ W . Let
where µ l ∈ (−i, i) are the unique solutions in the given range to the equation
Then for a special representative X ∈ SO(W ), p −1 ([X]) may be canonically identified with
U/Sp ker(X 2 −I ),W . Of course, U/Sp V ,W ∼ = U/Sp.
Define a filtration of SO/U by
We are implicitly using the fact that any two special representatives of the same coset have identical squares in making this definition. Then the same argument used for the previous spaces works for our present situation, to prove that
Just as in the previous section, one may define a neighborhood N n of
Let f and H t be defined as in the previous section. These yield the deformations required by the Dold-Thom theorem. One verifies that the induced maps on fibers are weak equivalences by the same methods in the previous section, by the following consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
The fiber of p W can now be identified.
Lemma 4.13. Let W ⊂ U be finite dimensional. If X is a special representative for
[X] ∈ U/Sp(W ), then p −1 W ([X]) ∼ = BSp(ker(X 2 − I )).
Proof. Suppose A ∈ E(W ). Write the spectral decomposition of A as
where µ l ∈ (0, 1) and W 0 and W l are complex subspaces of W ⊕ W . These are actually quaternionic subspaces because if Av = µv, then Aj v = j Av = j µv = µj v, since µ must be real. Similarly, write the spectral decomposition of the special representative X as 
Taking colimits over W we obtain p : E → U/Sp, which we shall see is a quasifibration. Define
where V ⊆ W ⊕ W ⊂ U ⊕ U . Upon stabilization, the above lemma yields that for a special
Then the techniques used in the previous sections go through in this instance to prove
Techniques completely analogous to those used in the previous sections provide the neighborhoods and deformations required by the DoldThom theorem. By a proof similar to that of Lemma 3.4, one obtains the following lemma, which verifies that the induced maps on fibers are homotopy equivalences.
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that we have finite dimensional quaternionic spaces
V ⊆ V ⊆ W ⊕ W . Let V ⊆ V − V . Then the natural map BSp V ,W → BSp V ,W given by sending X to X ⊕ V is a homotopy equivalence.
ΩSp Sp/U
Let U ∼ = H ∞ be a countably infinite dimensional quaternionic inner product space. For finite dimensional W ⊂ U , Sp(W ) is the space of quaternionic isometries of W . Then
where H (W ) is the space of all complex linear hermitian operators on W . Define
We need a convenient model for Sp/U (W ).
Lemma 4.15. Let W ⊂ U be a finite dimensional quaternionic subspace. Then there is an isomorphism
Sp/U (W ) ∼ = {V | V is a complex subspace of W, W = V ⊕ j V }.
Proof. Sp(W ) acts transitively on this space, with stabilizer U(W ). ✷
With this in mind we may identify the fiber of p W . 
Lemma 4.16. Let
W ⊂ U be a finite dimensional quaternionic subspace. For X ∈ Sp(W ), p −1 W (X) ∼ = Sp/U (ker(X − I )).
Proof. For A ∈ E(W ), write the spectral decomposition of
Taking the colimit over all W ⊂ U yields p : E → Sp. The proof that this is a quasifibration is completely analogous to the previous sections. Since E(W ) is contractible for all W , E is contractible, and the previous lemma implies that the fiber of p is Sp/U .
ΩSp/U U/O
Let U ∼ = H ∞ be an infinite dimensional quaternionic space endowed with a real inner product such that multiplication by i and multiplication by j are real isometries. For a finite dimensional right quaternionic subspace W ⊂ U , regard Sp(W ) as the collection of real isometries X of W that are right quaternion linear, in the sense that for all α ∈ H, X(vα) = (Xv)α. The elements of Sp(W ) may be regarded as matrices with quaternion coefficients. Then U(W ) is the subgroup of Sp(W ) consisting of all X which are left complex linear, in the sense that X(iv) = iX (v) . Let W R be the real subspace of W given by {v | vi = iv and vj = j v}. The Lie algebra of Sp is given by
where S(X) denotes symmetric linear transformations of a space X. The Lie subalgebra
We identify U/O in the following proposition. 
W ([X]) ∼ = U/O(ker(X 2 − I )).
Proof. Suppose A ∈ E(W ). Being careful to write our eigenvalues on the right since A is a right skew-hermitian operator, we may express a spectral decomposition of A as 
where
Taking the colimit over W ⊂ U , we obtain a map p : E → Sp/U , which, by repeating the techniques of the previous sections, is a quasifibration with fiber U/O.
ΩU/O = BO × Z
Let U ∼ = C ∞ . Fix a complex conjugation c : U → U . For the purposes of this section, all finite dimensional complex subspaces of U are assumed to be closed under the conjugation map c. For a complex finite dimensional W ⊂ U , the real subspace of W is defined to be W R = {v ∈ W : v = v}. U(W ⊕ W ) is the collection of complex isometries of W ⊕ W , and 
